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Forward Cash Contract Prices: Decisions in the Cash Market 
 

Forward cash contract prices reflect a price being offered by a specific buyer for a specific future 

delivery period, and payment upon delivery, at a specific price. The term forward price is not an 

uncommon term, and much has been written explaining forward pricing and forward price 

contracts. Less has been written about market signals which forward contract price quotes 

reflect. This fact sheet helps explain market signals from forward cash contract prices. 

Understanding how forward price quotes are derived is important in understanding how to make 

marketing decisions using forward contract prices. 

 

Forward price quotes are derived in one of three calculations. For a local elevator, the forward 

price quote may be as simple as a transportation adjustment to a terminal elevator forward price 

quote. For example, suppose the month is August of 2012 and a producer is looking to forward 

contract for December 2012 delivery. The local elevator forward price contract may be less than 

or equal to reported as: 

 

 

 

 

A second way for a local elevator to compute a forward price quote is to tie in a time dimension 

involving storage. For example, an elevator can take a forward price quote at a terminal elevator 

for delivery six months from now and offer a forward contract price for three months from now 

by subtracting out three months of storage costs. Local elevators can enter into spread futures 

trades to lock in the cost of carry to allow for buying or selling bushels prior to entering into 

forward pricing contracts with local sellers. This can allow for local elevators to develop a 

competitive advantage. Though these strategies do involve risk taking. An example of building 

in a time component to the local elevator offer of a forward contract price is: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

But, what about the terminal elevator (or end user) forward price quotes? These forward price 

quotes originate with an expectation of how cash prices will differ from relevant futures contract 

price quotes for a forward contract price is offered. The forward contract price begins with the 

futures price for the month which a forward price is being computed. The buying elevator then 

adjusts the futures price by adding a forward contract basis. The forward contract basis definition 

differs from the traditional basis definition. The forward contract basis is an expected basis 

adjusted for risk premium.  
 

Basis = cash – futures (traditional basis for today) 

Forward contract basis = E(Basis)-risk premium 
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The expected basis (E (basis)) is a grain buyer’s expectation for basis relative to the time period 

a forward contract price is quoted. A best guess of E (basis) is a multi-year rolling average for a 

certain time of the year. The forward contract basis level may need to be adjusted to account for 

current supply and demand difference compared to historical observations. For example, a 

drought may require the grain buyer to increase the E(basis) to attract needed bushels. Or, a local 

ethanol plant expansion will increase E(basis) because of increased local demand. The risk 

premium is what the grain buyer charges to absorb the risk assumed from the seller. A forward 

contract removes most price uncertainty exposure. The buyer must absorb this risk through 

marketing contracts for the sale of products and through futures/options positions. These 

transaction costs are real and the buyer requires compensation in the form of a risk premium.  

The forward contract price quote for the grain buyer is: 

 

Forward contract price = futures price + forward contract basis 

       

     

           {E(basis) + risk premium} 

 

So what does a forward contact price quote indicate about marketing strategies for a seller? 

 

A. An obvious signal is whether or not the forward contract price minus the spot price is 

greater than storage costs between the two time periods.  

a. If yes, then forward contract and store 

b. If no, sell now in the spot market 

 

B. If sellers know the historical basis, then sellers can determine if the offered forward 

contract price is below, at, or above historical levels. This is determined by computing 

the actual forward contract basis. [Note: The actual forward contract basis=forward 

contract price – futures price]. 

 

C. Sometimes, grain buyers will offer basis (or forward contract basis) contracts as an 

alternative to a forward contract price. This allows sellers to set the basis level and later 

set the futures price. The steps are: 

a. Set forward contract basis (or basis). 

b. Later set futures price. 

c. Futures price + basis = forward contract price. 

 

Forward Contract price quotes are an option in the grain marketing plan. As producers increase 

on farm storage, increase their knowledge of spatial market price difference, and increase the use 

of semi-transportation, producers will slowly transition away from local elevators an internalize 

their marketing options. This allows for producers to capture transaction costs incurred by local 

elevators as the in-between. Producers, however, are exposed to greater financial risk.  
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